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**Topical relevance:** well-qualified translation of documents such as a contract is impossible without a detailed analysis of the features of language and style.

**Goal:** comprehensive analysis of the language features of English texts of contracts, including the identification and description of their compositional and structural, lexical and stylistic characteristics.

**Tasks:** to study English contract as the text of the official style; to present the structure and composition of the contract in English as a single whole; to identify vocabulary of contracts in English; to consider modal characteristics of English contracts; to identify stylistic markedness of used linguistic means.

**Theoretical significance:** the present research expands study limits of the English contract as the text of the official style, enriches the concept of the nature of linguistics and contract pragmatics on the specific language material.

**Practical significance:** the results of the study can be used in the practice of teaching translation and intercultural communication on Faculties of Translation and Interpretation.

**Results of the research:** We have presented the main features of texts of contracts in English, and have studied the characteristics of this type of texts that should be considered in appropriate and professional translation.